C⁴ LEADERSHIP

A new school year means a new group of future leaders! C⁴ Student Ambassadors are hand-picked by their teachers as students who stand out as leaders in their classrooms. Throughout the year these students will help provide tours, lead community events, build course fairs, and many other awesome opportunities! We look forward to all the amazing things these students will do!

ENGINEERING

Engineering students worked to build a device that can pick up a ping pong ball and move it 10 inches. For a little classroom competition, the students then tracked who could transport it the farthest. The students below were able to move their ping pong ball 40 inches for the win!

INTRO TO CULINARY

Students in the Intro to Culinary class learned about cooking temperatures by finding different foods in magazines and researching their internal temperatures. For a visual aspect, they created a grid display of the foods in their correct temperature ranges.

EXHIBIT COLUMBUS

Machi

The Exhibit Columbus “Machi” installation was designed by C⁴ Architecture students, working with Welding and Construction students to bring it to life. Sincere thanks to the community partners who helped with the project as well: Toyota Industrial Equipment, Force Construction, Hiker Trailers, and The Awning Guy. “Machi” is intended to be a gathering place - come be a part of the students’ amazing work. The installations are in place around downtown Columbus until November 26, 2023.

MORNING COSMETOLOGY

Cosmetology’s growth in enrollment has restored a morning class session! The students are working hard on getting practice and hours in before they open to the public for services starting in October.

Ping Pong Challenge